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This report contains the results of tests on 122 field welded
connections. MOst of the specimens are approximately the same as
those that were shop welded. p:reviously and tested. The results of
tests on shop welded specimens are given in Ref. 2. Those field welded
specimens that do not correspond to the shop ;it.:...ded specimens are in-
dicated in Table lA. Except as noted, all notations, variables, weld
configurations and procedures are identical with those in Ref. 2.
All specimens were tested in a hydraulic test machine under mono-
tonically increasing slowly applied tensile force.
This report differs from Ref. 2 in the following respects. No
atresses'are computed either for cover plate or for weld areas. Only
-:..-. ~.....~-~...-.=-=~~~...._----------------
the ultimate loads are recorded and no attempt was made to record the
---------------------------lower loads at final separation. However, whether the specimensepar-
_.,-------------
ated at a signi~cant load (brittle failure) or gradually with the load
dropping otten to zero is noted. All geometrical dimension designa-
-- -,
tions are the same as those shown in figures la-lf in Ref. 1, except
-....-~.-- ......... -..-.-....._~-~~-~------~...--...'"""'~-'-'-;,."."''''-~,.. ...
that in the C and H groups, the plate length has been replaced by the
this report as parent plates.
Section 4 describes circumstances of weld failure. Table 1a
stves the designations and some properties of the different types
ot specimens tested. Tables 2 and 3 give material properties. SUc-
_..dina tables present geometric dimensions and experimental data






shop welded specimens. Figures 1 through 27 give typical load-elonga-
... .. -.-. -- ----
t10n curves for each series within each group.
2. NOfA'fiON
The specimens were received marked with chalked letters and num-
bers. These notations are translated into specimen designations iden-
tical with Ref. 2 so that the reader may easily compare the two. Ap-
pendix A gives the relationship between the designations in this re-
port and the as-received chalked notations. Welds A, B, C and D cor-
respond to the weld order 1, 2, 3 and 4 which appears in the schedule
sent with the welded specimens.
Failure mode designations are similar to Ref. 2. However, some
..... _. zr;==q ...., 1::I~1I'i':':!'<lf~~~"'~~">l'•....-.---...--~~~_"..._"._.",_.~,..._",... """""..."."",,,,,,<,_~...:;.r1
changes and additions have been made.
2A. Failure MOde Desisnations
PC Plate tearing adjacent to weld or along fusion surface of
weld to cover plate.
PS Plate shearing similar to Type 1 failure of bolted con-
nections (Ref. 1).
PB Plate bearing similar to Type II failure of bolted con-
nections. (Ref. 1).
Transverse tearing across cover plate similar to Type III
failure of bolted connections (Ref. 1). This includes any
tearing at an angle to the applied stress which may occur
for any weld configuration. It does not include tearing
adjacent to the weld in the case of transverse weld configura-
tions.
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PL Out of plane plastic deformations which accompany any failure.
WS Shearing of the weld metal.
WP Longitudinal weld failure by a peeling action due to trans-
verse bending of the cover plate.
PP Parent plate tearing around the \veld occurring only for light
gage parent plates.
2B. Other Notations Appearing in the Experimental Data
P Yielding was gradual and not well defined.
S Sudden failure at a significant load.
G Gradual failure with the load dropping to zero.
3. MlfDIAL PROPERTIES
Table 2 shows the results of tensile tests on 12 and 18 gage
A446A steel. These tests were made on coupons cut from 11 1/2" par-
ent plates of untested specimens. There was no material long enough
to cut 28 gage E-steel tensile coupons so the strength of the 28 gage
material was taken from data supplied by Inland-Ryerson Construction
Products Co. in Oct. 1971. The materialr~~b~e~~e~~~; ~r~~Shed by
Bethlehem Steel Co. was definitely not E-steel by ASTM definition.
Table 3 gives the yield, tensile and calculated shear strengths
of the weld metal. Yield and tensile strengths were supplied for 3/16"
and 5/32" electrodes. strengths of ,..eld metal laid down by 1/8" elec..
trodes are estimated by linear extrapolation. The shear strength is
computed by the Von Mises theory of failure, T
sa
= .577 ata, where 8ta
is the tensile strength of the weld metal. Electrodes are Lincoln
, <
,
" <' ((l' (,
,
, )', ~ ....
. .'.
"Fleetweld" 5P AWS, direct current and Polarity. This data was fur..
nished by J. R. Stitt.
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4. ~1M4.TION CHARACTERISTICS
Except for the puddle welds on the larger thicknesses of cover
plates the specimens failed in essentially the same modes as those
in Ref. 2. The photographs appearing at the end of Ref. 2 show the
same failures which occurred for these specimens. Tables 4B through
9B include descriptions of the failure modes of all but unusual or
complex modes. The following describes these exceptions.
4A. Puddle Welds
Most of the cover plates around the puddle welds were burned
and/or melted. For the 18 and 28 gage material fusion of the cover
plate into the weld was rare. Usually when properly welded the pud~
dle behaved like a bolt. The cover plate at the inside edge of the
bolt would break away at a low load and material would pile up on
the outside of the puddle as failur~ pl'ogressed. The 28 gage mater..
ial was welded with welding wing wa~ers. In some cases there was
no fusion to the puddle o~~~he 28 gage cover plate (or plates if
double sheet puddle welds). The 12 gage single sheet and two of
the 18 gage double sheet puddle weld series were melted so severely
that the area of fusion of the cover plate into the puddle was re~
duced to as little as 10% of optimum. The 12 and 18 gage double
sheet series were ineffectively fused to the parent plates. Fenetra..
tion into the parent plates was poor to non-existent. One specimen
0'£ the series B AlB 12/7 D (labeled BI07) broke apart when hit against
the fqot of a hydraulic floor hoist.
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4B. Fillet Welds
Failure of fillet weld connections was in most cases either ten-
sile failure of the cover plate or fusion surface of the weld to the
cover plate by transverse tearing or longitudinal shear tearing. In
most cases where the welds sheared, the weld thickness was much less
than that of the cover plate. This was the case for the transversely
welded 12 gage series, H A/A 12/12 P and H A/A 12/12 C. In the )ongi-
tudinally welded channel series D A/B 12/7 C, with short welds, weld
metal shearing was observed. All other weld shear occurred in the toe
of the weld. Here the striking of the arc and the initial weld pud-
dle left thin filler metal. Initiation of transverse tearing began
from this toe.
The cold formed 12 gage channels had visible cracks on the out-
side of all corners of flanges to web. Failure of 12 gage cover plates
always began at the corner fusion surface of the weld to the channel.
Usually the flange remained fused to one parent plate while the other
flange and weld remained intact.
The most complex modp~ 0~ ~ailure were exibit~~ by the series
C A/A 18/18 F and C A/A 12/12 F. A typical failure occurred as fol-
lows:
(1) two dimensional bending of cover plates above and below
welds;
(2) transverse tear initiation at inside ends of welds;
(3) increased bending at ends as tear develops, with peeling
along fusion surface of weld to cover plate from outside ends of
welds (load falls off as peeling progresses);
(4) shear failure of welds along inside segments of same fusion
- 6 -
surface (sometimes along weld to parent plate fusion surface, with
inside piece of weld remaining intact with cover plate), once welds
have peeled to a critical length.
Excessive bending occurred at the flanges of the specimens with
channel cover plates and, short transverse welds, series E A/B 18/7 C
and E A/B 12/7 C. The welds tore along the weld to corner fusion
surface separating the flange from the web. Flange bending and fold-
ing continued until the flange tore from the web.
For all H series showing a yield load distinct from the ultimate,
the cover plate width was reduced by as much as 3/16" due to lateral
necking.
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TABLE lA
TYPES OF WELDED CONNECTIONS TESTED
Typical Average Number Electrode Remarks
Specimen v-Teld of Type
Designation Diameter Spe~imens **(2'
*(1) (inches) Tested
Single flat sheet cover plates and puddle lields on each side of parent plate
A A/B 18/7 D .74 5 II
A E/B 28/7 C .46 4 I 3
A A/B 12/7 D ·79 5 II 4
A E/C 28/16 C .41 5 II 3, L~
Double flat sheet cover plates and puddle welds on each side of parent plate
B A/B 18/7 D
·79 5 II
B A/B 12/7 D .81 3 II 4
B E/C 28/16 C .41 4 II 3,4
Single flat sheet cover plates with longitudinal fillet welds on each side
of parent plate
C A/B 18/7 C 1.08 5 II
C A/B 12/7 C 1.23 5 II 4
C A/B 18/7 J 2.83 5 II
C A/B 12/7 P 3.64 3 II 4
C A/A 18/18 F 1.86 4 II 3
C A/A 12/12 F 1.63 4 II 3,4
C A/A 18/18 J 2.51 5 II 3
Channel cover plates with longitudinal fillet welds on each side of
parent plate
D A/B 18/7 C 1. 09 1J. II
D AlB 18/7 L 2·99 3 II
D A/B 12/7 C 1.07 3 II
D AlB 12/7 L 3.09 3 II
Channel cover plates '\-lith transverse fillet '\'Telds on each side of
P,a~ent ~1ate
E A/B 12/7 P 3.87 3 II
E A/B 12/7 C 1.11 5 II 4
E A/B 18/7 P 3.87 3 I 4













~ H A/B 12/7 P 3.92
H A/B 18/7 C 1.16
H A/B 18/7 P 3.93
H A/B 12/7 C 1.10
H A/A 18/18 P 3.87
H A/A 18/18 C 1.12
H A/A 12/2 P 3.90



















(1) See Tables lB through lD for explanation of specimen designations.
(2) See Table ID
(3) Welding Washer used
(4) N? comparable shop welded specimen was tested previously.
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TABLE IB








Group A: C = D = 1/2"






F = 1 1/2"
J = 2 1/2"
L = 3"
P = 3 1/2" (long.)
4" (trans.)
Thickness of parent plate
(7 = 7/16";16 0= 16 gage)
~. Ga.ge cf cover plate
~Parent plate material} Gee

















A446, Grade A steel
A446 , Grade E steel
A36, Hot roller steel
A611, Grade C steel
Use
12 and 18 Ga. cover plate
28 Ga. cover plate
7/16" parent plate
















MATERIAL TEST (COVER PLATES)
1/2" Tensile Test Coupons
18 Ga. A446 Grade A steel
Specimen Area Yield Ultimate
(" 2) point (lb. ) load (lb.)~n;"
1 .0250 1155 1543
2 · 0250 1205 1523
*3 · 0250 980 1255
4
· 0250 1230 1600
5 · 0250 1206 1525
6 .0250 1208 1594
* 2% over 3"Disregarded Elongation:
gage length
Average stresses
Yield: ey = 48.0 ksi
Ulitmate: crT = 62.3 ksi
12 Ga. A446 Grade A steel
Specimen Area Yield. ~






Yield: cry = 41.0 ksi









28 Ga. A446 Grade E steel given strengths:




STRENGTH OF vIELD METAL LAID DOWN BY 5P AHS ELECTRODES, DIRECT CURRENT
AND POLARITY (from J.R. Stitt)
3"lb
Yield: cry = 58.4 ksi
Ult: cr = 66.4 ksiTa
Elongation: 2'2!10 in 2"
..2..."32
Yield: cry = 61.6 ksi
Ult: crTa = 68.8 ksi
Shear: T = 39.3 ksi
sa
Elongation: 28'10 in 2 tl
I"8"
Yield: cry = 64.8 ksi
Ult: cr = 71.0 ksiTa




Dimensions (in inches) Puddle Welds, Single Flat Sheet Cover Plate on Each Side of Parent Plates
Specim.en Cover plate dimensions Held diameters
Plate A-B Plate C-D A B C D Q)bO
cO
width edge thick width edge thick ~ @
dist. dist. >.,-l~"d
S e t a Sc ec t ca a
A A/B 18/7 Dl 3. Jf9 1. 56 .044 3·50 1.55 .044 ·77 ·75 ·75 .71 ·78
A AlB 18/7 D2 3.49 1.62 .044 3.48 1. 30 .044 .74 ·76 ·71 ·73 ·74
A AlB 18/7 D3 3. Lf9 1. 1j.3 .044 3.49 1. 56 .044 ·78 .67 ·74 ·72 ·73
A A/B 18/7 D4 3·50 1. 44 .044 3.50 1.47 .044 ·77 .72 ·71 ·72 ·73
A A/B 18/7 D5 3.49 1.46 .044 3.48 1.42 .044 ·72 .80 .72 ·71 ·74
A E/B 28/7 Cl 3.)f9 1. ()7 .018 3·50 1. 59 .018 .48 . !+O 4r ) .44 .43
A EIB '8/7 C 3.53 1. ~20 .018 3·50 1. 32 .018 .44 . Lt)f .46 .42 .44
A EIB 8/7 C3 3.50 1. 40 .018 3·50 1.27 .018 .45 .41j. .47 ·50 .46
A E/B ~~'8/7 c4 3. )f9 1. 1j.5 .018 3.49 1.31 .018 5r ) ·50 .56 .48 ·52. ,
A A/B 1:-/7 Dl 3.48 1. Ln .108 3.49 1.61 .108 ·72 ·79 .84 .79 ·79
A A/B 1~)7 D~ 3. LtJ 1. 63 .108 3.51 1.69 .108 .80 ·75 ·79 .78 .78
A A/B 1)/7 D3 3. 1t8 1. 58 .108 3.49 1.60 .108 ·75 .81 ·78 ·79 ·78
A A/B 1?/7 D4 3.49 1. !j.7 .108 3.49 1.62 .108 .80 ·79 .84 ·76 .80
A A/B L/7 D5 3.48 1. 51 .108 3.50 1. 56 .108 .84 ·77 .84 8" .82• L
A E/c-8/16 Cl 3.50 1.22 .018 3.49 1.18 .018 .36 .44 ·35 .42 .39
A E/c8/16 c 3. Lf9 1.38 .018 3·50 1.42 .018 .38 .1+0 .45 ·39 .40
A E/C 28/16 C3 3.50 1. 50 .018 3·50 1. 35 .018 .45 .40 .38 .42 .41
A E!C 28/16 c4 3.49 1. 24 .018 3.50 1.28 .018 .40 .42 .42 .41 .41




Puddle Welds, Single Flat .'heet Cover Plate on Ea.ch:;ide of Parent Plates
Loads Final Def1. at:
yield ult. failure ult. final
Specimen
designation























PL+ PS+ PB+ PP
PB+PT
PB+PL













































































A E/C 28/16 C1
C2
D3
D4 10.00 10.00 G .03 .65 PL+PE+FT+WS A, D
D5 10.00 10.00 G .03 .93 PL+PB+PI'+VlS A, C
,··,,,,,,·,~K ~_.,_~., __._.__.~,~."..".", .....<~_., •.'~ ",~_..• ",.__ .•.__~~.~~.~.••, _ •.~, .,~_._ .-.,.._•• -, ~.~,~-,-. ~~ .. ~ "'~--'-""" ._---,. ----.---,- _._- -'-" _ •• -._---
A E/B 28/7 Cl P 1.90 G .02 .77 PL + PB A,C
C2 P 2.20 G .05 .61 PL+PS+PB B,C
C3 P 1. 40 G • 03 . 46 PL + PB A, C
c4 P 3.00 G .03 .52 PL+PS+PB A,C
-_. ,~_..-.._-.-'-"-_.'~ ----.
A AlB 12/7D:C'" '--'p-' ---13-:50-
D2 P 8.84
A A/B 18/7 D1
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TABLE 5A.
Dimensions - Puddle Welds,Double Flat Sheet Cover Plates on Each Side of Parent Plates
Specimen Cover plate Dimensions. Weld diameters
Plate A-B Plate C-D A B C D Q)tlD
CIJ
width edge thick width edge thick ~ ~
dist. dist. > .r-!<x: A
"
e t s e t
"
n a c c c
B A/B 18/7 Dl 3. If') 1.38 .088 3.48 1.41 .088 .74 ·79 ·77 ·77 ·77
B AlB 18/7 Dr 3. !19 1. !~5 .038 3.49 1.31 .088 .8? .82 .8" .8" 8'"
• c
B A/B 1817 D) 3, I!\) 1.37 · c88 3.48 1. 55 .088 .80 .84 .84 .75 .81
B AlB 18/7 D4 3. lJ3 1. Lt .008 3.49 1.47 .088 .74 ·75 .74 .65 '7-:• j 0'
B AlB 18/7 Dr> 3·99 3.8 · cBa 4.00 3.35 .088 .81 .84 .84 .80 .8':'
B AlB 1:/7 Dl ') • )~ C) 1.3.:' .16 3.49 1.49 ."16 .84 ·73 .75 .75 ·77
B AlB 1/7 D 3. ':9 l- l i::; 3.49 1. 34 .':'16 .84 .80 ·76 ·9':' .83
B AlB 1'17 D3 ") ~I q 1. :~ r .16 3.50 1.30 .216 ·70 .85 .86 ·93 .84. . ,\~..'
B E/C 8/16 C1 ~. I:~) 1.. 'c' · c:y, 3·50 1.33 .036 .41 .40 .36 ·35 .38
B E/c 8/l(; c 3. l)(} 1. .03(; 3·50 1.?8 . 036 ·50 .43 .45 .40 · 45
B E/c"8/16 c3 3. ):9 1.07 .036 3·5? 1.28 .036 .40 • LIO .40 .1+9 .4;::




Puddle welds double flat sheet cover plates on each side of parent plates
Specimen Loads Final Def1. at: Mode Failure
designation yield ult. failure ult. final of obl!lerV'eli
(k) (k) type load fracto failure in plate
(in) (in)
B AlB 18/7 Dl 12·70 12·70 S .01 .02 \'i"S A,D
D2 16.20 16.20 S .01 .02 WS B,C
D3 p 15.40 S .01 .01 WS A,D
D4 P 11.70 s .01 .02 vIS B,D
D5 8.60 8.60 S .01 .01 WS B,D
B AlB 12/7 Dl 10.80 10.80 s .el .01 HS A,D
D2 6.00 6.00 s .01 .02 WS A,D
D3 4.70 5·00 S .02 .03 ws A,C
B E/c 28/16 Cl p 3.78 S .03 1.47 PL+PB+PI' B,D
C2 P 4.72 G .10 .84 PL+ PB+ pp A,D
C3 P 4.16 G .06 .34 PL+ PB + pp A,C
c4 p 3.48 G .04 .35 PL + PB + pp A,C
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TABLE 6A
D:imensions (in inches) - Longitudinal Fillet Helds,Single Flate Sheet Cover Plate on Each Side of
Parent Plntes
Specimen C,-wer plate diemnsions Held lengths
lln.te A-B Plate C-D A Al B Bl C Cl D Dl









a n ...., C C C
C A/B 18/7 Cl ~'. ')'J 'J .c nc,'-' ~,. on 3·'3 .05? 1.09 1.10 1.17 1.18 1. 07 1.08 ·93 1.11 1. 09_J • • J.) · .... .,'
C A/B 18/7 C~ ::). or .~. ,,) f · u~/' ~.co 3·' 5 .05? 1. 00 ·95 ·98 1. 23 1. 02 1.1e.' ·97 1.07 1.04
C A/B 18/7 c3 3.cO .~ r ') · 05 ].00 3.r--8 .052 1.07 1.04 1.15 1.01 1.01 1. 03 .80 1. Olf 1. 0°_..'. )
C A/B 18/7 elf 3·00 ~,. "3 · r.~ .'- 3.00 3.33 .05? 1. 05 1.10 1.02 1. 0;- 1.06 1.0 1.05 1. ')6 1.10
C A/B 18/7 C5 3. C'C\ 3, r3 · - 3. CiO :~.Y .052 1.°2 1.14 1.08 1.15 1. 28 1.17 1.14 1.20 1.17
C A/B 1'/7 Cl S·99 -)~, r .l('{~ .98 3.16 .108 1.18 1.25 1.23 1.13 1.37 1. 40 1. 31 1.:)1 1. ?6...;. )
C A/B 1"/7 C f'.99 ~ .13 .108 ·99 3.15 .108 1. 20 1.33 1.?8 1.26 1. 3~' 1.4? 1. 25 1.43 1·31
C A/B 1'"'/7 C3 ".99 '3.' 1 .len 3.0C' 3. :4 .108 1.13 1. 30 1.23 1. 20 1.~6 1. i'3 1.d 1.30 1.':"4
C A/B 1'-/7 c4 -·99 ~.:u .lr8 ' ·99 3.39 .1CB 1.21 1.18 1. ?5 1.15 1.18 1.17 1.16 1.06 1.17
C A/B 1;)/7 C5 r·99 3, )1] .lc8 3·00 :~. 30 .108 1. 35 1.10 1.28 1.17 ·95 1.20 1.08 1. 05 1.15
C A/B 18/7 Jl r·99 1. G3 nr-r; ;'·99 1. 45 .05') 2·91 2.88 ? .64 ;::'.85 ?88 2·73 2.90 ?66 ?30, -.J
C AlB 18/7 Jr 3.00 1. ~5 .05' 3.00 1.80 .05? 2.86 2·90 3.10 2·90 2·76 2·77 3.20 2.81 ?·91
C A/B 18/7 J3 c'·99 1. ); (F .~ 2·99 1. 78 . 05~ 2.92 2·97 3.')0 ?87 ')'.94 2·95 ?56 '~·90 '·91• i).
C A/B 18/7 J4 °.99 1.70 · 05~' , ·99 1. 77 .052 2.65 2·90 2·70 0.80 0.80 2.55 ~'. 85 2·90 ':'·77
C A/B 18/7 <T5 r- .99 1. 53 .osr ·99 1.65 .05? ~ .lf7 ?78 2.80 3.00 2.80 2.60 2.34 2.98 2·78
C A/B 1?/7 P1 3.00 1. 00 .108 3.00 .81 .108 3.62 3.85 3.46 3.56 3.81 3.47 3.6? 3.76 3.64
C A/B 1?/7 Pi' 2·99 .78 .108 ?·99 ·90 .108 3·90 3.60 3.70 3.73 3·93 3·70 3.50 3.63 3·73
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TABLE 6A - (continued)
Specimen Cover plate dimensions A Al B Bl C Cl D Dl
Plate A-B Plate C-D Q)bO..c:
'd Long. t" k . dth Long. th' k
(lj-P
s-. bO
Wl th d' t nlC "loJl d' t lC Q) s::lS . lS • :> Q)
betvleen bet\.leen ..:t:...:l
"I'leld ends ':Teld ends
S e t s e t
a a a C C C
C A/B r /7 P3 "-·99 1. 00 .108 3.00 .67 .108 3.58 3.48 3.40 3.59 3.55 3·75 3.53 4.00 3.61
C A/A 18/18 Fl 3.00 r'.85 .050 3.00 ".65 .050 1. 50 1.90 1. tl7 l.'n 1. 93 1.88 1.95 1.85 1.80
C A/A 18/18 F j·99 7·96 .050 3.00 0.56 .050 1.62 1.67 1. 5~ 1.68 1. 9L~ 1. 90 0.06 ':'.15 1.8::'
C A/A 18/18 F3 3.00 r .86 .050 3.00 0.56 .050 1.65 1.68 1. 75 1.82 1. 93 1. 9i 1.89 1.99 1.83
C A/A 18/18 F4 3.00 -::-.35 .050 3.00 ~.59 .050 1.85 2.15 '-'.06 1.98 1.86 '':',33 r.olj. 1. 70 2.00
C A/A 12/Y Fl 3·00 3.00 .110 3.00 2.84 .110 1.60 1.60 1.60 1. 55 1. h5 1.64 1. 78 1.64 1.64
C A/A 10 /1'" F~ r .99 r .83 .110 3·00 r.94 .110 1. 7? 1.T 1.68 1. 66 1 ),., 1. 65 1. 45 1. 50 1. 60• t
C A/A r)L F3 3.00 3.04 .110 3·00 ?76 .110 1. 05 1.60 1. 50 1. 50 1.6\5 1. 83 1. 66 1. 52 1. 6~
C A/A l"-/Y F4 3.00 r-·93 .110 3.00 ';'·73 .110 1.39 1.64 1. 58 1.59 1.67 1. 79 1. 71 1.82 1.65
C A/A 18/18 Jl ':'·99 1.65 .050 3.00 1.95 .050 2.55 2·75 0·55 '2·75 ~.46 ':·50 r:~. 45 ::'.45 ~·5?
C A/A 18/18 J; 3.00 1.85 .050 3.00 j.08 .050 2.63 ~.43 2.37 ~'" 5'" ';.53 ':.57 ~'. °5 2.44 2.46
C A/A 18/18 J3 3.00 1.96 .050 2·99 1.96 .050 2.48 2.65 0.30 2.36 i'.43 ':'.48 "-·53 ? tj.8 2.46
C A/A 18/18 J4 3·00 1.81 .050 3.00 1.96 .050 2.65 2.61 "-'.54 ':'.77 ;·53 2.5 tf r'.6? 0.33 0.57




Longitudinal Fillet Welds Single Flat Sheet Cover Plate on Each Side of
Parent Plates
Specimen Loads Final Def1. at: Mode Failure
designation yield u1t. f'ai1ure u1t.fina.1 of observed
(k) (k) type 10adfract. fa.i1ure in plate
(in) (in)
C A/B 18/7 C1 11.30 11.40 s .03 1. 47 PL + PC +ws A,D
C? 10.45 10.66 S .04 .27 PL+PC+Pl' A,C
C3 p 10.16 S .06 1.62 PL+PC+PI' B,D
c4 11.13 11.18 S .03 1.56 PL + PC +HS B,D
e5 12.00 12.30 S .07 2.80 PL+PC B,D
C A/B 12/7 C1 p 22.80 S .08 .11 PL + PC +WS A,D
C::' p 25.10 S .11 1.28 PL + PC +WS A,C
C3 p 23.00 S
·09 .12 PL + PC+HS A,D
c4 p 23.60 S .09 .54 PL+re+Pr+WS B,D
C5 P 2~·70 S .09 .82 PL+R::+Pr+WS B,D
C A/B 18/7 Jl 14.60 15.40 *S .10 .35 PI' AB,CD
15.04 16.24 *.26Jp. S .17 PI' AB,CD
16.30 .14 *J3 15·02 S .23 PI' AB,CD
J4 16.60 *15·20 S .09 .39 PI' AB,CD
14.00 *J5 15.10 S .13 .21 PI' AB,CD
C A/B 12/7 Pl '27·10 31.10 S .15 .43 PI' AB,CD
'. ~ P'.' '?7·70 31. 50 S .17 .. 33 PI' AB,CD
P3 27·30 32.00 S .16 .46 PI' AB,CD
C A/A 18/18 F1 12.76 12.76 G .05 .50 PL+PI'+PC+WP A,C
F? p 13.35 G .1::' 1. ....1 PL+PT+PC+HP+PP B,D
F3 ,P 13.56 G .12 .21 PL+PT+PC+WP A,D
F4 13.87 13.96 G .09 .45 PL+PT+PC+WP A,D
C A/A 12/1? F1 P 24.20 S .16 .59 PL+PI'+WP+WS B,C
F? P 24.30 S .16 ·70 PL+PI'+WD+WS B,C
13 P 23.80 S .15 .56 PL+PI'+WP+WS B,D
F4 P 24.40 S .17 1.02 PL+PI'+WP+WS A,C
* Not tested to separation
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TABLE 6B - (continued)
Specimen Loads Final Def1. at: Mode Failure
designation yield u1t. failure u1t. final of observed
(k) (k) type load fracto failure in plate
(in) (in)
C A/A 18/18 J1 14.80 15. 0 4 s .15 1.10 PI' +WP+ PL AB,C
J~ 15·10 15.14 G . Ii=' 1.49 PL+PI'+WP+-PP A,D
J3 15·10 15.70 S .14 .89 PL+ PI' AB,cn
J4 15·50 15·50 S .10 .96 PL+ PI' B,Cn
J5 14.93 14·93 S .08 1.18 PL+ PI' AB,C
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TABLE 7A
Dimensions (in inches) - Longitudinal Fillet We1ds,Single Channel Cover P.late on Each Side of Farent Plates
Specimen Cover plate dimensions A Al B B1 C Cl D Dl
*width Long. thick *width Long. thick ~.ddlst. diat. J.t~between between ~ ~
weld ends weld ends <~
sa e t a s ec ta c c
DAlB 18/7 C1 4.50 ?90 .051 4.50 3.00 .051 1.16 1.40 1.00 1.15 1.30 ·98 1.1? 1.01 1.14
DAlB 18/7 C? 4.50 ?9? .C51 4.50 3.?5 .051 1.15 1.16 1.05 1.05 1.02 .9?
·90 1.02 1.03
DAlB 18/7 C3 4.50 ~.8? .051 4.50 3.07 .051 1.30 1.20 1.-::-0 1.35 1.02 .80 1.00 .89 1.10
DAlB 18/7 c4 4.50 ':'.76 .051 4.50 3.11 .051 1.15 1.16 1.20 1.16 1.04 1.00 ·91 1.10 1.09
DAlB 18/7 IJ. 4.50 1. 3? .051 4.50 .94 .051 2.93 '2·70 ?45 ~·95 3.17 3.05 3.05 2·90 ~·90
DAlB 18/7 12 4.50 ·93 .051 4.50 .84 .051 2·75 3.05 3.14 ?94 2·90 3.06 3.?0 3.10 3.e>?
DAlB 18/7 L3 4.50 .. 8 .051 4.50 1. 00 .051 3.00 3.10 3.34 3.00 3.10 3.06 ~.~ ~·98 3.06
DAlB 12/7 C1 4.50 2.9? .110 4.50 3.00 .110 1.10 1.05 ·97 1.15 1.16 ·94 1.04 1.07 1.06
DAlB l'?/7 C? 4.50 2.9B .110 4.50 2.94 .llO 1.16 .96 ·93 1.08 1.19 1.08 1.10 1.13 1.08
DAlB 12/7 C3 4.50 2.99 .llO 4.50 2.94 .llO 1.13 1.02 1.00 1.0'2 1.05 1.00 1.09 1.14 1.06
DA/B 12/7 11 4.50 1.12 .110 4.50 ·91 .llO 3.35 3.05 '2·95 3.13 3.05 3.14 3.24 3.20 3.14
DAlB 12/7 1'2 4.50 .87 .llO 4.50 1.00 .llO 3.12 3.35 3.13 2.96 3.14 3.10 2·97 3.0'? 3·09
DAlB 1'2/7 L3 4.50 1.03 .llO 4.50 ·97 .llO '2·75 '2.93 3·09 3.07 '2·92 3.18 3·?7 3.13 3.04




Lonsitud1nal Fillet Welds Single Channel Cover Plate on Each Side of Parent
Plate
Specimen Loads Final Defl. at: Mode Failure
designation yield ult. failure ult. final of observed
(k) (k) type load fracto failure in plate
(in) (in)
}) A/B 18/7 Cl p 2~.30 G
·07 1.45 PL+Fe+Pr A,C
C~ P 20.~0 G .08 .65 PL+Fe+Pl'iWS B,C
C3 p 21.30 G .(jf *.39 PL+DC+PI'iWS B,D
c4 ?1.50 ~1,50 G .15 ,15 PL+Fe+PI' A,D
D A/B 18/7 Ll 24.70 P7,40 S .17 .36 PL+Pr A,CD
L2 2?·70 26.90 S .19 .32 Pr AB,C})
L3 24.10 26.60 S .15 .33 Pr AB,eD
D A/B 1'?/7 Cl p 30.10 S .ll .20 Fe + WS A,C
C'? P 31.00 S .ll .38 WS B,D
C3 P 31.60 S .11 .18 WS B,C
D A/B 1';>/7 Ll 4'? PO 47·30 S .16 .32 PI' AB,CI
L'? 41.80 46.70 S .18 .32 Pl'. AB,CD
L3 41.40 47. PO S .?O .37 PI' AB,CD
* Not tested to sepe.ration
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TABLE 8A
Dimensions (in inches) - Transverse Fillet Welds, Single Channel Cover Plate on Each Side of
a.rent Plates
Specimen ,~ :. r . . totu Plate Dimensions Weld Lengths
plate A-B plate C-D A A1 B B1 C C1 D D1
width height thick width height thick
s ea t a Be ec toa
E AlB 12./7 P1 4.01 .81 .110 4.00 .84 .110 3.74 3·95 3.84 3.87 3.85
I A/B 12/7 P2 4.02 .81 .110 4.02 .82 .110 3·93 3·91 3·78 3.87 3.87
E AlB 12./7 P3 4.01 ·79 .110 4.01 .83 .110 3.94 3.87 3.84 3.87 3.88
E AlB 12/7 C1 4.00 .82 .110 4.00 .83 .110
·98 1.21 1.CJ7 1.05 1.08
E AlB 12/7 C2 4.02 .82 .110 4.00 .88 .110 1.03 1.11 1.14 1.14 1.10
E AlB 12./7 C3 3.98 .81 .110 4.00 .82 .110 1.26 1.15 loll 1.10 1.15
E AlB 12./7 c4 4.01 .82 .110 4.02 .81 .110 1.28 1.17 1.25 1.18 1.22
E AlB 12/7 C5 4.00 .82 .110 4.01 .81 .110 1.12 1.20 1.25 1.26 1.21
E AlB 18/7 Pl 3.98 .80 .050 4.00 .82 ·050 3·92 3·90 3·70 3.82 3.84
E AlB JB/7 P2 3·99 .80 .050 4.00 .81 .050 3·93 3·91 3.88 3.85 3·91 ."
E AlB 18/7 P3 3.98 .82 .050 4.00 .82 .050 3.88 3.86 3.78 3·91 3.86
E AlB 18/7 C1 4.00 .82 .050 3·99 .81 .050 1.00 1.20 ·97 1.00 1.04
E AlB 16/7 C2 3·99 .82 .050 3·99 .81 .050 1.11 1.CJ7 1.05 1.03 1.Ci)
EA/B 18/7 C3 3·99 .82 .050 3·99 .82 .050 1.06 1.00 1.11 1.18 1·09
E AlB 18/7 c4 4.00 .82 .050 3·99 .82 .050 ·99 1.05 1.03 1.02 1.02




!rtlllln••rae Fillet Welds Single Channel Cover Plat. on Each Side of Parent Plat••
Specimen Loaf•. , Pinel Den. at: Mode P'ailure
designation yield ult. failure uJ.t. final of observed
(k) (k) type loadfraet. failure in plate
(in) (in)
E AlB 1~/7 Pl 35.20 35.?0 S
·09 .16 PC A,D
P? P 35.70 S .10 .58 PC B,C
P3 p 35.80 S .10 .18 PC B/C
E AlB 1?/7 C1 13.96 13.96 G .03 ·70 PL+PC A/C
C? 1~.6? lP.6? G .03 .g;> PL+PC A,D
C3 13.06 13.06 G .02 .96 PL+PC B/C
c4 1?.58 1?58 G .O:? ·70 PL+PC B,D
C5 1?6? 1P.6? G .03 *.47 PL+PC B,D
E AlB 18/7 Pl p 19 ?5 S .05 .30 PL+PC A,e
P? PO. co ?o.oo S .03 .15 PC B,e
P3 19·90 19·90 S .04 .20 PL+PC B/e
E AlB 18/7 C1 6.84 6.84 G .04 .90 PL+PC A,D
C? 6.82 6~'8? G .03 ·72 PL+FC B,D
c3 6.40 6.40 G .05 ·95 PL+FC B,])
c4 7.c13 1. c13 .04 .88 PL+PC B,])
C5 7.?6 7.';'6 G .03 *.?3 PL+PC A,'
* Not tested to separation
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TABLE 9A
Dimensions (in inches) - Transverse J'1JJ.ed Welds, Single Fl.at Sheet Cover Plate on Each Side of
Farent Plate
Specimen Cover Plate »lmenslons Weld lengths
plate A-B plate C-D AAlBB1C C1 D D1
width height thick width height thick
sa ea ~a. Be ee t c "
HA/B 12/7 Pl 3.98 .80" .llO 3.98 2.lO" .llO 3.85 3.96 3·93 3·92 3.92
Jl A/B 12/7 P2 3·99 2~80 .llO 3·92 2.65 .llO 3·95 3·95 3.88 3·90 3·92
11 A/B 12/7 P3 3·97 2.80 .110 4.00 2·70 .llO 3.96 3·93 3.94 3·93 3·94
HA/B 12/7 P4 3·99 2·75 .llO 3.98 2·75 .llO 3·95 3·97 3.83 3.87 3·90
HA/B 18/7 C1 3·99 2·70 .051 4.01 2·75 ·051 1.20 1.22 1.13 1.10 1.16
HA/B lf3/7 C2 4.00 2·70 ·051 4.00 2.75 .051 1.09 1.15 1.18 1.05 1.12
HA/B 18/7 C3 3·99 2·77 .051 4.00 2·70 .051 1.12 1.08 1.18 1.37 1.19
HA/B 18/7 c4 4.01 2.81 .051 4.00 2·70 .051 1.18 1.10 1.20 1.16 1.16
HA/B 18/7 P1 3·99 2·73 .051 4.01 2.62 .051 3·91 3.85 3·95 3.86 3.89
HA/B 18/7 P2 4.00 2.61 .051 4.01 2·78 .051 3·98 3·93 3.88 3·91 3·92
HA/B 18/7 P3 3·99 2·77 .051 4.01 2.68 ·051 3·95 3·92 3.94 3.96 3.94
HA/B 18/7 P4 4.01 2·75 .051 3·99 2·76 .051 3·98 3·99 3·95 3·91 3·96
HA/B 12/7 C1 3·99 2.86 .llO 4.00 2.84 .110 1.10 1.09 1.05 loll 1.09
HA/B 12/7 C2 3·99 2.84 .llO 4.~ 2.89 .110 1.02 1.05 1.17 1.07 1.07
HA/B 12/7 C3 3·99 3.89 .llO 3.99 2.84 .llO 1.15 1.19 1.18 1.01 1.13
HA/A 18/lf3 P1 4.00 2.81 .051 3·99 2.81 .051 3·99 3·72 3·95 3·92 3·90
HA/A lPJ/lB P2 3·98 2.84 .051 4.00 2.81 .051 3.88 3·93 3.81 3.82 3.88
HA/A 18/18 P3 3·99 2·79 .051 4.00 2·79 .051 3·91 3.61 3.81 3.89 3.82
.. 26 ..
m:LE 9A - Itontlnued)
Specimen Cover Plate Dimensions ' Weld lengths :~plate A-B plate C-D A A1 B :81 C Cl • Dl 'I; J-ttlO
Q) s::
width height thick width height thick 1(~
s e
a
t a se eo t ca
H A/A 18/18 Cl 3.99 2.81 .051 4.00 2.82 .~51. 1.()5 1.12 1.15 1.11 1.12
HA/A 18/18 C2 2.98 2.88 .051 3·99 2.85 .051 1.22 1.15 .89 1.C17 1.08
II AlA 18/18 C3 4.00 2.81 .051 4.01 2.91 .051 1.25 1.21 1.24 ·91 1.11
HA/A 18/18 c4 3·99 2.84 .051 3·99 2·91 ·051 1.12 loll 1.10 1.21 1.12
H A/A 18/18 C5 3.99 2.85 .051 4.00 2.81 ·051 1.08 1.10 1.14 1.05 1.09
HA/A 12/]2 Pl 3.95 2.68 .108 3·95 2·19 .108 3·91 3.85 3.85 3·91 3.83
HA/A 12/12 P2 3.96 2·78 .108 3.98 2·74 .108 3·92 3.83 3·91 3.88 3.88
HA/A l2/12. 1'3 3.96 2.74 .108 3.98 2.15 .108 3.88 3·91 3·95 3·97 3·93
HA/A 12/12 Cl 3.98 2.80 .108 3.98 2.78 .108 1.25 1.38 1.25 1.15 1.26
HA/A 12/12 C2 3.99 2·78 .108 4.00 2.81 .108 1.21 1.20 1.05 1.12 1.14
HA/A 12/12 C3 3.99 2.80 .108 3.98 2.82 .108 1.19 1.31 1.19 1.15 1.21
HA/A 12/12 c4 3.96 2.82 .• loB 3·97 2.81 .108 1.10 1.05 1.25 1.14 1.14




Transverse Fillet Welds Single Flat Sheet Cover Pla.te on Each Side of Parent
Plate
Speai_n Load Final Def1. at: Mode Failure
designation yield ult. failure ult. final of observed
(k) (k) type load fracto failure in plate
(in) (in)
H AlB 12/7 P1 36.00 39.00 S .18 .59 PC A,C
P" 36.30 43.00 S .31 .64 PC+PT B,D
1'3 34.80 4~.lO S .3? ·75 PC+Pl' A,D
p4 36.10 4~ 30 S .27 .69 PC A,C
H AlB 18/7 C1 P 7.56 S .08 .12 PC A,D
C':.' 8.17 8.17 S .08 .H? PC A,D
C3 P 8.45 S .03 .11 PC A,C
c4 8.67 8.67 S .06 .13 PC B,C
H A/B 18/7 P1 21.00 23.80 S .16 .43 PC B,~
P'=' ~o.80 24.80 S .29 .47 PC A,e
1'3 21. 50 24.~0 S .21 .6? PC B,:!'
P4 ?1.40 ~3.40 S .11 1. 00 PC+PL+P1' A,CD
H A/B 1?/7 01 P 1~·98 S .04 .18 PC A,C
C? P 13.42 S .05 .15 PC B,D
C3 p 14.20 S .07 .17 PC B,D
H A/A 18/18 P1 19·20 20.80 S .20 .48 PL+I'C B,C
P? 19·80 ~0.20 S .12 .56 PL+PC A,D
1'3 20.00 ~0.60 S .03 .27 PL+PC B,D
H A/A leila Cl P 8.10 S .06 .09 PC A,C
C? 8.?2 8.22 S .08 .12 PC A;D
C3 p 5.80 S .09 .15 PC B,D
c4 6.72 6.72 S .11 .16 PC + WS A,D
C5 P 7·2':' S .07 .09 PC A,D
H AlA 1~/12 Pl 34.00 34.80 S .31 .39 PC +WS + PL B,D
P? 33.60 36.80 S .34 .42 PC+WS+ PL B,C
1'3 33·90 36.40 S .29 1.20 PC+WS + PL A,C
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TABLE 9B - (continued)
S~elaen Load F1nal~ Den. at: Mode Failure
designation yield ult. failure ult. final of observed
(k) (k) type load fract. failure in plate
(in) (in)
H A/A 1'2/1'2 C1 P 14.74 S .11 .21 PC + WS A,D
C? P 1'2.86 S .11 .16 PC + WS B,D
C3 p 13·7? S .13 •'!t.9 PC + WS A,D
c4 P 13.88 S .09 .10 PC + WS B,D
C5 P 14.30 S .14 .'21 PC B,C
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TABLE 10
Comparason o~ Shop With Field Welded Results
Speeimen Shop Welded Field Welded Weld size (inches)
Designation loads (kips) loads (kips) avg. avg.
yield ultimate yield ultimate nomine shop ~ield
Single ~lat sheet cover plates; puddle welds on each side o~ pa.rent plate
A A/B 18/7 D1* 11.40 13.48 1.68 1.68 .50 .19 .18
D2* 12.40 12.40 9.04 9.04 .50 .80 .14
D3* 11.50 13·10 8.02 8.02 .50 .81 .13
D4* 12·10 14.40 10.00 10.00 .50 .85 .13
A EjB 28/1 Cl 2·16 2·16 p 1.90 .50 .64 .43
C2 p 1.94 P 2.20 ·50 .64 .44
C3 2.60 2.60 p 1.40 .50 .51 .46
c4 p 2.54 p 3.00 .50 .59 .52
Double ~lat sheet cover plates; puddle welds on each side of parent plate
B A/B 18/1 D1 28.60 28.60 12.70 12·10
·5 1.39 .71
D2 32.60 31·30 16.20 16.20 .5 1.35 .82
D3 32.40 32.40 p 15.40 .5 1.31 .81
D4 26.00 26.30 p 11.10
·5 1.41 .72
Single flat sheet cover plates; longitudinal fillet welds on each side of parent
plate
C A/B 18/1 C1 10.20 10.32 11.30 11.40 ·15 .81 1.09
C2 11.20 11.20 10.45 10.66
·15 ·91 1.04
C3 10.80 10.80 p 10.16 ·15 .81 1.02
c4 10.60 11.20 11.13 11.18
·15 ·93 1.10
C A/B 18/1 J1 14.90 11·10 14.60 15.40 2.50 2.46 2.80
J2 14.30 15·90 15.04 16.24 2.50 2·51 2·91
C A/A 18/18 Fl p 12.14 12·16 12.16 1.50 1..59 1.80
F2 p 12.16 p 13.35 1.50 1.59 1.82
F3 12.80 12.86 p 13.56 1.50 1.52 1.83
F4 12.16 12.78 13.81 13·96 1.50 1.59 2.00
C A/A 18/18 Jl 14.80 15.80 14.60 15.40 2.50 2.51 2.52
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TABLE 10 - (continued)
Specimen Shop Welded Field Welded Weld size (inches)
Designation loads (kips) loads (kips)
avg. avg.
yield ultimate yield ultimate nomine shop field
C A/A 18/18 J2 14.30 14.30 15.04 16.24 2.50 2.64 2.46
J3 15.41 15.84 15.04 16.30 2.50 2.66 2.46
J4 14.50 15·70 15.20 16.60 2·50 2.66 2.57
D A/B 18/7 Cl p 17.60 p 22.30
·75 ·79 1.14
C2 p 19.40 P 20.20
·75 ·79 1.03
C3 p 21.20 P 21.30 .75 .88 1.10
D A/B 18/7 Ll 24.30 29·40 24·70 27.40 3.00 2·99 2·90
L2 22.40 27.40 22·70 26·90 3.00 2·99 3.02
L3 23.80 28.60 24.10 26.60 3·00 2·99 3.06
D A/B 12/7 C1 p 28.50 P 30.10
·75 ·91 1.06
C2 p 25·20 P 31.00 ·75 .87 LOS
C3 p 29·00 p 31.60 ·75 .89 1.06
D A/B 12/7 Ll 41.80 45·90 42.20 41.30 3.00 2.96 3.14
L2 40.60 44·90 41.80 46·70 3.00 2·99 3·09
L3 42.10 45.00 41.40 47·20 3.00 3.00 3.04
Channel eover plates; transverse fillet welds on each side of parent plate
E AlB 18/7 P1 20.80 20.80 p 19·25 4.00 3.86 3.84
P2 21.40 21.50 20.00 20.00 4.00 3·98 3·91
P3 20.50 20·50 19·90 19·90 4.00 3·99 3.86
Single flat sheet cover plates; transverse fillet welds on each side of
parent plate
H AlB 12/7 P1 36.40 44.70 36.00 39·00 4.00 3.97 3·92
P2 36.00 44.00 36.30 43.00 4.00 3·99 3·92
P3 34.80 45.20 34.80 42.10 4.00 3·97 3.94
H A/B 18/7 C1 6.40 7·12 p 7.56 ·75 .89 1.16
C2 5.80 7·18 8.17 8.17 ·75 .94 1.12
C3 5.60 6.34 p 8.45 ·75 .87 1.19
H AlB 18/7 P1 19·50 23.00 21.00 23.80 4.00 3.98 3.89
P2 22.20 25.60 20.80 24.80 4.00 4.00 3·92
P3 22.00 26.30 21.50 24.20 4.00 4.00 3·94
H AlB 12/7 Cl 12.00 12.60 P 12.98 ·75 ·99 1.09
C2 10.00 10·92 P 13.42 ·75 .96 1.07
03 10.60 11.94 p 14.20 ·75 ·96 1.13
*
Thickness ot cover plates ot the tield and shop weldedspec1tnens
,i,:;>











.03 .06 Def'lection (in)
Figure 1 i)'pical 1oad-def'lection curve for series A A/B 18/7 D








.03 • ()5 Def'lection (in)
Figure 2 Typical 1oad.-defiection curve tor series A E/B 28/7 C












.01 • CY2 .03 .04 Def'lection (in)






Figure 4 TypicaJ. load-deflection curve :for series A E/C 28/16 C











.01 .02 Deflection (in)
Figure 5 TYPical load-deflection curve for series B AlB 12/7 D













.01 .02 Deflection (in)














. •r:rr .14 Deflection (in)
Figure 7 TypicaJ. load-deflection curve for series B E/C 28/16 C









•04 •08 . Defleotion (
Typical load-deflection curve for series C AlB 18/7 C . . ~)














Figure 9 TYPical load-deflection curve for series C A/B 12/7 C
P,y == 1/5(20+21+19+19+18) !\l ==1/5(22.8+25.1+23.0+23.6+22.7)
ave ave
P,yave = 1/5(97) !\lave =1/5(117.2)








.05 .1 .13 Deflection (in)
Figure 10 Typical load-deflection curve for series C A/B 18/7 J
Py = 1/5(14.60+15.04+15.02 +15.20+14.00) = 14.77










•~ .16 Deflection (in)
Figure 11 Typical load-deflection curve for series C A/B 12/1 P
Py = 1/3(21.1+21.1+27.3) Pu = 1/3(31.1+31.5+32)
Py =1/3(82.1) Pu =1/3(94.6)







.1 .2 Deflection (in)
Figure 12 Typical load-deflection curve._for series C A/A 18/18 F










• oS .16 Deflection (in)










.1 •2 Def'l.ection (in)














Figure 15 Typical load-deflection curve for series D A/B 18/7 C












.05 .1 .15 Deflecticn (in)
Figure 16 Typical load-deflection curve for series D A/B 18/7 C
Py = 1/3(24.7+22.6+24.1) Pu = 1/3(27.4+26.9+26.6)











•05 .10 Deflection (in)












•09 .18 Deflection (in)
Figure 18 T,ypica.l 1oad·deflection curve for series D A/B 12/7 L
Py = 1/3(42.2+41.8+41.4) Pu = 1/3(47.3+46.7+47.2)




















Figure 20 Typical load-deflection curve for series E A/B 12/7 C











Figure 21 Typical load deflection curve for series E A/B 18/7 P
























Figure 23 Typical load deflection curve for series H A/B 12/7 P
Py = 1/4(36+36.3+34.8+36.1) Pu = 1/4{39. 0+43. 0+42.10+42. 3)

























~loe.4-4et3.'@s.c-curve t'or serie. B A/B lB/7 P
"i~i~~I.1.~~~~~~.4) Pu.. 1/4(23.84-24.8+24.2+23.4)








P1gure 26 Typical 1oad-def'lect1on curve tor series B A/B 12./7C












Figure 27 Typical load deflection curve for series H A/A l8/1S P
P,y = 1/3(19.2 +19.t + 20.0) Pu = 1/3(20.8 + 20.6 +20.6)







• O!) Deflection (in)
Figure 28 Typical load deflection curve tor series H A/A lB/lB c









Tnd-cal 1oa4 det'lectlon CUI'ft tor series H A/A 12/12 P
.,.-1/3.(,34.C>.t33,,6+33.9) lU. • 1/3(34.8+36.8+36.4)













Figure 30 Typical load deflection curve for series H A/A 12/12 C




































A A/B 18/7 D
A E/B 28/7 C
A A/B 12/7 D
A E/C 28/16 C
B A/B 18/7 D
B A/B 12/7 D
B E/C 28/16 C
C A/B 18/7 C
C A/B 12/7 C
C A/B 18/7 J
C A/B 12/7 P
C A/A 18/18 F
C A/A 12/12 F
C A/A 18/18 J
D A/B 18/7 C
D A/B 18/7 L
D A/B 12/7 C
D A/B 12/7 L
E A/B 12/7 P
E A/B 12/7 C
E A/B 18/7 P
E A/B 18/7 C
H A/B 12/7 P
H A/B 18/7 C
H A/B 18/1 P
H A/B 12/7 C
H A/A 18/18 P
HA/A 18/18 C
H A/A 12/12 P
H A/A 12/12 C
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